
SPEXY.game

by А4.finance
Monetize every step and 

new knowledge!

Join the future today!


We are launching a P2E game right inside 


the decentralized A4 Wallet app



SPEXY.game

P2E game with Move2Earn & Learn2Earn 
elements, which is fully integrated into the 
A4 Wallet

Play2Earn



SPEXY robot

SPEXY is a game character whose story begins 
in the A4 Wallet

There are 5 SPEXY Models and numerous levels,  

each with unique features and looks

1 Learn new technologies in game form Now we’re  
at this stage

2 Earn cryptocurrency active and passive way

3 Form a MetaTeam

4 Improve and develop your SPEXY A4 Metaverse 
launching

5 Our brand promotion

In the first iteration of the game you can 
participate at:



The project’s final 

goal – creation of the 

A4 Metaverse

Our game will serve as a guide to the new 
digital world, where the link between the real 
life and the virtual one is a crucial 
evolutionary element



SPEXY with all its characteristics will be moved as NFTs 
to the A4 Metaverse, where you will:

1 Learning blockchain technologies in the most popular 
languages and frameworks

2 Training in game mode with real programming 
mechanics including smart contracts, front-end & 
back-end, infrastructure and cross-platform 
applications

3 Changing the level of perception and communication - 
augmented reality (VR, AR), transforming current 
structures, removing all metrics in real time directly  
in the application

4 Development of the Metaverse according to technical 
progress and the principles on which the world around 
us works today - machine learning, artificial 
intelligence

5 Expansion of holdings by capturing other territories, 
PvP battles with other members and MetaTeams

6 Assembly of custom robots, crossing, purchase/sale 
of parts and constituents

7 Participate in the formation of Metaverse objects 
through DAO voting



Goals

SPEXY focuses not only on crypto players

Based on the demographics of the gaming industry, there 
will be 3.7 billion mobile gamers worldwide in 2023.
 

The different development directions of SPEXY are 
envisioned in such a way as to not just attract Millennials 
and Gen Zers, but also to give them basic knowledge 

of the crypto market through GameFi mechanics and 
other educational products in the A4 ecosystem.



It is through adoption and promotion of SPEXY among 
mainstream users, we will be able to not simply attract 
one-time players, but to grow a generation of digital world 
experts, proficient in various information technology fields.



A low entry barrier and a clear selection of roles will 
attract users regardless of their age, gender, or income.

Play, learn, and earn!



Game mechanics development

Game economics development

Creation 3D models and animations

Creation of learning block and articles

Creation of integration module for decentralized  
A4 wallet

Stress testing

Closed beta testing (testnet)

Open beta testing (testnet) 

(release in Google Play and AppStore)

SPX token listing

Release in mainnet

P2P platform A4 for purchasing SPEXY characters  
thru fiat currencies

10% commission farming in SPX from  
LP token staking (SPX/BUSD)

50% reservation of A4 plots  
(beta testing)

Metaverse

Adding interactive learning mechanics to A4 Metaverse

Land allocation among the SPEXY participants

Auction of remaining lands

VR/AR realities launching
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Additional 
activities:

In-game events

Adding new game 
mechanics

Raffle and handing out 
robots SPEXY



Fusing M2E and L2E 
together

We provide our potential users, including those in the  
44-million community of our key media partner Vlad 
Bumaga, with new knowledge in the GameFi format and 
let them profit from it.

This will be a , reverberating well 
beyond the crypto community

global event



SPX token

Emission:

No later than 25 days after launching game mainnet 
version - will be introduced 10% fees when converting XP 
to SPX.


Fees will be proportionally distributed daily among the 
farming participants. No additional fees will be introduced 
later.

Subsequently, farming will be launched on LP Pool Token 
(SPX/BUSD) with a floating rewards.


SPX token generated by converting , which 
can only be received during play.

XP

Reward token

Initial distribution:

1,000,000 SPX 

Liquidity

300,000 SPX

Bounty      (     30.03.23)



Path: Investor

1

Buy SPEXY:
Every Robot you buy will yield rewards 

and land in the A4 Metaverse

2

Lease:
Create Vacancies and instantly lease 

Robots to other players, easily customizing 
rental terms

3

Get passive income:
Let Renters do the work and only share 
rewards with them

4

Boost your MetaTeam:
Invite the maximum number of MetaTeam 
members to get to the top of the leaderboard



Path: Gamer

1

Get a Robot:
Buy your SPEXY Robot on the marketplace 

or rent one for free on the exchange

2

Move and grow:
Walk 1.5 kilometers a day and move to 

an extra task

3

Discover new things:
Explore articles about IT, blockchain, and 
robotics and complete tests to get more 
rewards

4

Earn:
Collect rewards in cryptocurrency 

for completing all tasks



Economy

Withdraw rewards every day:

XP is converted to the  token at the current exchange 
rate. You can always be sure that you will receive   
of the current value of the Robot denominated in USD!

SPX
0.6%

Prices of Model S, P, E, X, and Y Robots 
in the first iteration of the game:

S P E X Y

$10 $100 $1000 $10,000 $100,000

As Gamer

of the current  
value of the Robot

0,6%

As Investor

S    0,36-0,48%

P    0,36-0,48%

E    0,36-0,51%

X    0,36-0,54%

Y    0,36-0,57%

S

P

E

X

Y



Upgrade

Upgrade your Robots

Advance your SPEXY to the next Model and 
get new perks:

• Increased royalties from purchases 

of your MetaTeam members

• Higher daily income

• Exterior character enhancements

At each new level, the value of the robot . 
Upon reaching level 40, the robot is upgraded to the next 
Model. All upgrades occur automatically when the 
necessary amount of experience (XP) is accumulated on 
the Robot’s balance

 increases by 6%

You can always quickly upgrade your Robot to 
the desired level or model using XP from the 
main balance



Grow  MetaTeamyour

To create your own MetaTeam, buy any Robot and invite 
your friends to the game using your personal invitation 
code.

Your MetaTeam and the rewards for your invited users' 
purchases will grow with every higher-tier Robot in your 
possession.

Model SPEXY Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 Level 5

S 3%

P 4% 2,5%

E 5% 3% 2%

X 6% 4% 3,2% 4%

Y 8% 4,5% 3,5% 5% 4%

When you unlock new Models, you instantly get the 
royalties which were previously inaccessible and 
according to the new rate.



The higher your Robot Model, the more 

royalties to claim!



Contact Edit

https://a4.finance/en

Brand your MetaTeam

Owners of either an  Model Robot will 
have the right to brand their MetaTeam. 



You’ll be able to:

X or Y

1 Set your MetaTeam’s name

2 Add info about yourself and your team

3 Place links to your official website, Telegram 

and Twitter accounts

https://a4.finance/en
https://t.me/spexy_game
https://twitter.com/A4Finance


Links

A4.Finance

SPEXY.game

Non-custodial A4 Wallet

Support
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CHAT

CHAT

https://medium.com/@SPEXY
https://twitter.com/spexy_game
https://discord.com/invite/spexy
https://t.me/spexy_game
https://t.me/spexy_chat
https://t.me/a4_support
mailto:help@spexy.game
https://apps.apple.com/app/a4-finance-crypto-web3-wallet/id1623005090
https://apps.apple.com/app/a4-finance-crypto-web3-wallet/id1623005090
mailto:mail@a4.finance
https://twitter.com/A4Finance
https://github.com/A4-Finance
https://www.linkedin.com/company/a4-fin/
https://a4.finance/doc_ru.pdf
https://coinmarketcap.com/currencies/a4/
https://www.coingecko.com/en/coins/a4-finance
https://t.me/a4_finance
https://t.me/a4finance_chat

